[Significance of a rectal balloon as internal immobilization device in conformal radiotherapy of prostatic carcinoma].
As known from the literature, prostate motion depends on different bladder and/or rectum fillings. The aim of this study was to analyze the influence of a rectum balloon catheter, used as an internal immobilization device, on prostate and rectum motion during the treatment course. Moreover we have analyzed if the balloon enables an increase of the distance between the prostate and the posterior rectum wall. Ten patients with localized prostate cancer (T1 to T3) underwent computed tomographic examinations with and without rectal balloon (filled with 40 ml air) at 3 times during treatment course (at the start, middle and end of treatment). Edges of prostate, rectum and bladder were measured in relation to bony reference structures and compared for both examination series (with and without balloon). An increase of the distance between the prostate and the posterior rectal wall of 8 mm was observed at the base of the prostate when using the rectum balloon (Figures 1a,b and 2). Moreover prostate motion in the ventrodorsal direction > or = 4 mm (1 SD) was reduced from 6/10 patients (60%) to 1/10 patients (10%) using the rectal balloon (Table 3, Figure 3). In general, deviations in the latero-lateral and cranio-caudal directions were less (mean < or = 2 mm, 1 SD), no difference between both examination series (with and without balloon) was observed. Rectal balloon catheter offers a possibility to reduce prostate motion and rectum filling variations during treatment course. In addition it enables an increase in the distance between prostate and posterior rectal wall, which could enable an improved protection of the posterior rectal wall.